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A History Of Western Philosophy
In this brief book the author examines the central doctrine of important Christian, Jewish, and Muslim philosophers and shows the contributions of medieval ...
A Short History of Medieval Philosophy
An international team of over 100 leading scholars has been brought together to provide authoritative exposition of how history s most important philosophical ... analyse the concepts and tenets ...
The History of Western Philosophy of Religion
This work provides a welcome antidote to some of the distortions and biases which the two dominant schools of Anglo-American philosophical thinking, logical ...
Between Philosophy and History: The Resurrection of Speculative Philosophy of History within the Analytic Tradition
This landmark achievement in philosophical scholarship brings together leading experts from the diverse traditions of Western philosophy ... that shaped philosophy during this tumultuous and ...
The Cambridge History of Philosophy, 1945–2015
Poet and literature professor is helping launch a new MFA writing program firmly rooted in the Catholic tradition ...
James Matthew Wilson Lights A Candle
We will create a nation of cretins awash in a world where they have no understanding of the history of civilisation, human thought, human philosophy, values, or principles which have produced lessons ...
Australian professor: Australia will become nation of cretins
The four artists in the exhibition “Silent Thunder” display varying degrees of engagement with Buddhism — as a faith, an aesthetic choice, a school of philosophy, or a social phenomenon.
Echoes of Buddhist “Emptiness” in Contemporary Chinese Art
A man of obvious personal integrity, he went from being the GOP presidential nominee in 2012, widely respected and fairly popular with the base, to today being something of a persona non grata among ...
The battle cry for a post-Trump GOP
Indeed, he has continued to call for greater Western involvement to support what ... His best-selling works of philosophy received no more than a brief mention in the profile.
It’s Time to Take Bernard-Henri Lévy Seriously
Australia's education minister has raised concerns proposed changes to the national curriculum focus too heavily on Indigenous history at the expense of western culture.
Australia is warned it will become a 'nation of cretins' as education minister slams curriculum revamp for teaching times tables at age 9 and 'unbalanced' Indigenous history
Space is getting crowded. More than 100 million tiny pieces of debris are spinning in Earth orbit, along with tens of thousands of bigger chunks and around 3,300 functioning satellites. Large ...
It's not how big your laser is, it's how you use it. Space law is an important part of the fight against space debris.
Chinese-born director Chloé Zhao became the first woman of color to win best director for "Nomadland." She's only the second woman to win the award.
Chloé Zhao makes history as the first woman of color — and second woman overall — to win the Oscar for best director
Like all exiles, Michael Fleming remembers when his separation from home soil began: October 20, 2015. A Tuesday. That year, Fleming was captain of Wentworth, an old, prestigious golf club in Surrey, ...
Battle for Wentworth: the ‘culture clash’ between a Thai- Chinese billionaire and members of a prestigious English golf club
After the Trump Administration rightly banned Critical Race Theory (CRT) training in the federal workforce in late 2020, the Biden–Harris Administration swiftly undid the prohibition in its first day ...
State Education Officials Must Restore a Sense of National Character in Public Schools
Jacobs University is a private, state-accredited, English-language university in Bremen. We offer Bachelor, Master and PhD programs ... This position is based in the Kimberley where RCSWA sites ...
History, Philosophy & Theology Academic Posts jobs in Western Australia
Chinese-born director Chloé Zhao became the first woman of color to win best director for "Nomadland." She's only the second woman to win the award.
Chloé Zhao makes Oscar history with best director win; China censors reaction
Search US News Skillbuilder here to find courses by prominent organizations like Harvard and Google. See our full list of courses to get started.
Search University of Pennsylvania Courses
Martinelli-Fernandez came to Western in 1993 as a faculty member in WIU's Department of Philosophy and Religious Studies ... working with the chairs of WIU's history, political science and English ...
Martinelli-Fernandez Named to Editorial Board
In addition to introductory surveys, he teaches courses on ethics, on metaethics, on death and the meaning of life, and on the history of early modern western philosophy. McHugh leads seminars on ...
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